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Summary 

New regulations will come into force on 15 December 2021 that further restrict access to universal credit (UC) for 
disabled young people in education. This contradicts government policy to support disabled people ‘to live 
independently and achieve their potential’1 by making it harder for them to advance their skills or in some cases 
complete basic education. 

The rules on access to UC for disabled people in education 

Disabled people in education can start a claim UC if they satisfy two conditions: 

1. they must be in receipt of a disability benefit (either personal independence payment, disability living 

allowance, attendance allowance or armed forces independence payment); and, since August 2020, 

2. they must have been assessed as having ‘limited capability for work’ (LCW). 

From 15 December 2021, new regulations will come into force that prevent disabled people in education from 
accessing UC unless they were found to have LCW before they started ‘receiving education’.2 Our evidence shows 
that this change will severely affect disabled young people who reach the age of 19 before finishing non-advanced 
education,3 and those continuing to higher education. The forthcoming regulations will force disabled young 
people to make an impossible choice between continuing education and not accessing the means-tested benefits 
they need, or dropping out of education to access these benefits and damaging their future employment 
opportunities. 

  

                                                           
1 Department for Work and Pensions, Shaping future support: the health and disability green paper, 12 August 2021 
2 The Universal Credit (Exceptions to the Requirement not to be receiving Education) (Amendment) Regulations 2021 
3 Non-advanced education includes A-levels, NVQ level 3, or equivalent qualification. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/shaping-future-support-the-health-and-disability-green-paper/shaping-future-support-the-health-and-disability-green-paper
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/1224/made
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The problem with the forthcoming regulations 

Even before the regulations come into force, the current rules make it difficult for young disabled people in 
education to claim UC, and the new rules will restrict access even further.  

Under the current rules, to start a claim for UC while in education, a disabled person must already have LCW 
status. But to get LCW status, a disabled person has to undergo a work capability assessment (WCA), and the main 
way to access a WCA is by starting a claim for UC. In short, disabled people in education are in a catch-22 situation 
– they need LCW status to start a claim for UC, but they need to start a claim for UC to get LCW status. Disabled 
people in education are effectively locked out of UC.  

These regulations, which have been in place since August 2020, are already subject to a legal challenge. Flinn Kays, 
aged 18, is asking the court to quash the regulations on the grounds that: the Secretary of State unlawfully failed 
to consult; they are discriminatory under Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights; they are 
irrational; and they breach the public sector equality duty under the Equality Act 2010.4  

Currently, the only way a disabled person in education can access a WCA is to apply for contributory (new-style) 
employment and support allowance (ESA). Most disabled young people will not qualify for contributory ESA as 
they will not have made sufficient National Insurance contributions, but starting a claim will allow them to have a 
WCA and then claim UC after being found to have LCW. The forthcoming regulations will close this route to UC as 
it requires disabled people to have LCW status before receiving education, which is impossible for many young 
disabled people. 

When a young person in education reaches the age of 19 (or, sometimes, 20), they are no longer children in the 
eyes of means-tested benefits. At this point, their parents stop being entitled to child benefit, child tax credit or 
the child elements of UC, and the young person has to make their own claim for UC. Given that some disabled 
people will still be completing basic education at the age of 19 or 20, the new regulations will exclude them from 
transitioning to UC as they will have no way of getting LCW status before they start receiving education. Their only 
option will be to drop out of education to claim UC (they could then re-enrol in education after getting LCW 
status), or continue in education without access to means-tested benefits. 

Similarly, the forthcoming regulations can stop disabled people from continuing to university after finishing 
school. It takes, on average, four months for someone to get a WCA decision after declaring a health condition to 
the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP),5 which means that a school leaver is very unlikely to get LCW 
status before starting university. Their only way of accessing UC would be to defer their studies for a year solely to 
get LCW status. Even though university students can access student loans, this does not put disabled students on 
the same footing as their non-disabled peers as they will be less able to supplement their income through paid 
work alongside their studies.  

The impact of the new regulations on disabled people in education 

Through the Early Warning System, CPAG’s database of issues raised by frontline practitioners who support 
families to access the social security system, we have seen multiple cases of disabled people in education 

                                                           
4 Leigh Day, Disabled student given permission to legally challenge new regulations preventing him claiming universal credit,  
14 June 2021 
5 National Audit Office, Universal Credit: getting to first payment, July 2020, p35 

https://www.leighday.co.uk/latest-updates/news/2021-news/disabled-student-given-permission-to-legally-challenge-new-regulations-preventing-him-claiming-universal-credit/
https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Universal-Credit-getting-to-first-payment.pdf
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struggling to access UC. They are primarily cases of severely disabled young people in non-advanced education, 
needing the financial support of UC to complete their learning. 

The case below is one such example: a severely autistic 19-year-old who needs the financial support of UC while 
he participates in a course that will teach him life skills. If he does not get LCW status before 15 December (when 
the regulations are due to change), he will have to drop out of this course, undermining his progress to date and 
damaging his prospects. 

A woman cares for her 19-year-old severely autistic son. She is his appointee for benefits and he 
receives personal independence payment. He is starting a non-advanced education course to teach 
him life skills. The course is part of a package of respite and personal assistance. The DWP told the 
woman that her son will no longer count as a child or qualifying young person, and she will no longer 
receive child benefit or the child element of UC for him. He cannot claim UC while he is receiving 
education unless he first demonstrates that he has LCW. His mum started a contributory ESA claim on 
his behalf so he can get LCW status and then claim UC. Without this route into UC, they would have to 
choose between him claiming UC and studying. If he claimed UC, he would have to abandon his 
education, at least until LCW was established. This would harm his future prospects, jeopardise his 
current progress, may subject him to work conditionality and would rob his mother of respite care. If 
he didn’t claim UC and continued with his studies, they would not be able to afford to live.  

The second case is of a disabled 20-year-old in non-advanced education. His only way of accessing UC was to first 
claim contributory ESA which, initially, the DWP wrongfully said he could not do. After 15 December, even this 
route will not be available. 

A severely disabled 20-year-old man lives at home with his mother. He receives the enhanced rate of 
both personal independence payment components. He is in full-time non-advanced education but his 
mum no longer receives child benefit or child tax credit for him. She is his appointee and attempted to 
claim UC for him, but it was refused because he is receiving education. She got advice and started a 
contributory ESA claim on his behalf. The DWP did not process the claim and failed to issue a decision 
that could be challenged. The DWP only accepted the claim and arranged a WCA after a welfare rights 
adviser helped his mother to write a letter threatening judicial review. If the WCA is completed before 
15 December, the 20-year-old will be able to claim UC and complete his studies before looking for 
work.  

The next case is of a disabled 19-year-old who is behind in education after spending a year in hospital. If he cannot 
get LCW status before 15 December, he will have to abandon his studies, affecting his employment prospects and 
limiting his mother’s working hours as she is his main carer. 

A disabled 19-year-old man lives with his mother and receives personal independence payment. He 
was hospitalised for a year and had a break in his education. His mother’s benefits will reduce now 
that he is 19, and she will no longer receive the child element or disabled child element of UC for him (a 
loss of at least £360 a month). He needs to complete his non-advanced studies but can’t get UC in his 
own right while studying. His mother is helping him apply for contributory ESA to access a WCA, but 
the assessment may not be completed before the new regulations come in. If he can’t claim UC while 
studying, he will have to abandon his studies, his mother will have to stay home more (affecting her 
chances of increasing her work hours), and he won’t be able to start studying again unless or until he is 
assessed as having LCW (which often involves delays, challenges and appeals). 
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The last case is of a young disabled man whose UC claim was terminated when he started a course because, 
even though he had requested a WCA, it had not been completed before the course began.  

A young man in receipt of personal independence payment was also receiving UC. He was waiting for a 
WCA when his course started and his UC claim was closed because he was receiving education. He 
might be able to challenge the closure if the DWP took an unreasonably long time to make a LCW 
decision. If not, the new regulations will prevent him from claiming UC unless he drops out of 
education. 

The new regulations contradict government policy 

It is hard to see how the forthcoming regulations, which will further limit disabled people’s access to means-tested 
support while in education, align with the government’s aims as outlined in the recent health and disability green 
paper. 

Extracts from Shaping future support: the health and disability green paper, Department for Work and Pensions, 
12th August 2021 

Our first priority is to support disabled people and people with health conditions to live independently and 
achieve their potential. This means that people should be provided with the right amount of financial support, 
given the opportunity to make their own choices, have equal access to services, be supported to access 
healthcare and treatment, and be able to participate in society on the same basis as other people. 

Our second priority is to reduce the difficulties disabled people and people with health conditions can still face in 
starting, staying and succeeding in employment. We want to offer better and more tailored employment 
support, whether people are in or out of work. We want to help prevent disabled people and people with health 
conditions from falling out of employment. We want to work with employers to improve employment outcomes 
wherever people may be able to work, now or in the future. 

 
It is not clear how refusing disabled people means-tested support through UC because they did not have LCW 
status before receiving education would support them in achieving their potential or starting, staying, and 
succeeding in employment. In reality, these regulations will force young disabled people who cannot go without 
financial support from UC to drop out of education. Education that would improve their employment prospects. 
Further, our evidence shows that this approach affects the ability of family caregivers to work, as their care 
responsibilities increase if the disabled young person they care for is not in education. Both the carer and the 
disabled young person will be worse off as a result. 

The government may continue to claim that it supports disabled people to learn by allowing them to access UC 
while in education, but the regulations it is about to bring in, in addition to those introduced in August 2020, will 
force many young disabled people to drop out of education. 
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Recommendations for the government 

1. Remove the requirement for UC recipients to have LCW status in order to claim UC while in education. 

The requirement to be in receipt of a qualifying disability benefit provides sufficient evidence of disability. 

2. Until this can be implemented: 

i. Abandon the forthcoming regulations so that disabled people in education with LCW status can 

access UC, regardless of when they completed their WCA. 

ii. Establish a route for people receiving a qualifying disability benefit to initiate a UC claim and 

undertake a WCA while in education. 

iii. Provide UC to disabled people in education while they are awaiting a WCA (in the same way that it 

is provided to other claimants awaiting a WCA). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About CPAG 

Child Poverty Action Group works on behalf of the more than one in four children in the UK growing up in poverty. 
It doesn’t have to be like this. We use our understanding of what causes poverty and the impact it has on 
children’s lives to campaign for policies that will prevent and solve poverty – for good. We provide training, advice 
and information to make sure hard-up families get the financial support they need. We also carry out high profile 
legal work to establish and protect families’ rights. 

About the Early Warning System 

Our Early Warning System helps us get a better understanding of how changes to the social security system are 
affecting the lives of children and families. We gather information from advisers about the experience of children 
and families. This intelligence informs much of our policy, research and campaigning work, and also feeds into the 
advice we give frontline advisers.  

The Early Warning System in Scotland is supported by the Children, Young People and Families Early Intervention 
Fund, managed on behalf of the Scottish Government by CORRA foundation. The Early Warning System in 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland is made possible by the support of The Mitchell Charitable Trust. Thank you 
to everyone who has contributed to our Early Warning System – to every adviser who has submitted a case and to 
rightsnet which hosts invaluable benefit forums for advisers. 


